
 

 

Plenary meeting University Council 

6th of October 2020 

Topic list 

# Topic Explanation (room for explanation of the topic, questions, or what is 

expected from the UC) 

Right Relevant 

department/contact 

Vice chair  

General 

1.  Chair announcements - Who to contact in what case now Anne is here. If you are not 

sure who to address your question to, contact Anne or members 

of the Presidium. They will direct it to the right person(s). 

Hans: proposing new topics on the agenda, issues or problems 

with policy makers, ongoing affairs on big topics such as 

convergence, COVID-19, HoKa. 

Yvonne: questions about keys, iPads, payments, meetings, and 

possible IT questions. 

Anne & Machteld: documents relating to topics, procedural 

questions, rules and regulations of the council, contact details of 

policy makers, and any other question. 

- Chair UC -  

2.  Presidium announcements - Reminder: Sign up for M&C support and Strategy if you want 

to. 

- Chair UC -  

3.  UC announcements - Any announcements by the UC? - Chair UC  -  

New Plenary topics Council 

4.  COVID-19 topics Philip has suggested to establish a COVID-19 taskforce to deal with 

several complaints and problems on campus. 

- Reviewing exams online. 

- Allowing more time during exams. 

- Students in the UB are not respecting RIVM regulations, putting 

staff at risk. Starting a campaign by UC students to create 

awareness and compliance with regulations on campus. 

Action: 

- Appoint taskforce. 

Right of Initiative UC / Philip van Mol & 

Chair UC 

Olaf  

5.  Student workpressure Afrodita would like to establish a Student Workpressure taskforce to 

make an inventory on all the different initiatives that help students cope 

with workpressure and establish a centralised approach.  

Action: 

Right of Initiative UC/ Afrodita Dobreva Wouter  



 

 

# Topic Explanation (room for explanation of the topic, questions, or what is 

expected from the UC) 

Right Relevant 

department/contact 

Vice chair  

- Appoint taskforce. 

6.  Bestuurs- en 

Beheersreglement 

Reviewing the adjustments in the Bestuurs- en Beheersreglement. 

Documents: 

- Will be available asap. 

Action: 

- Appoint taskforce. 

? Robin Hoogendoorn/ 

Legal affairs 

John  

7.  Studying with a disability Complaints have been made about not allowing paper exams. Some 

students with specific disabilities need this and cannot do online exams. 

Ties in with bigger issue of ensuring preferential treatment for students 

with a disability. Request to work with the department on moving the 

plan along. 

Documents: 

- Will be shared by the policy maker with the taskforce if 

necessary. 

Action: 

- Appoint taskforce. 

Right of Initiative Evelien Vink/ Student 

Councilor 

Bianca  

8.  Appointment of Deans 

Procedure 

A new procedure for the appointment of Deans, this includes when and if 

to appoint interim Deans and for what period.  

Documents: 

- Will be available asap. 

Action: 

- Appoint taskforce. 

- Contact the different faculties to review if the new procedure is 

really an improvement and change to the old one. 

Right of Advice  Wouter  

9.  HR policy on blended 

working 

Topic put forward by the EB and HR. 

Documents: 

- Will be available asap. 

Action: 

- Appoint taskforce. 

?  John  

10.  Report Ombudsfunctionaris The Ombudsfunctionaris of the EUR has created a report during the 

summer about her first year and her observations. This has been 

discussed with the EB and now shared with the UC. Advise is to discuss 

this as a whole council.  

Documents: 

?  Hans  
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- Will be available asap. 

11.  HOKA progress report Update on current progress of the different projects of HOKA. 

Documents: 

- Will be available asap. 

Action: 

- HoKa workgroup to advice council. 

Right of Information Bieneke Verheijke / 

HOKA Workgroup UC 

Hans  

12.  Implementation well-being  Plan for implementing the projects concerned with student well-being by 

HOKA. 

Documents: 

- Will be available asap. 

Action: 

- HoKa workgroup to advice council. 

? Bieneke Verheijke/ 

HOKA Workgroup UC 

Hans  

13.  Carbon neutrality 2024 The Campus Climate Taskforce would like to draw your attention to the 

issue of Carbon neutrality by 2024. They would like to review what the 

university has done up till now to achieve this goal and if necessary 

advice the council and the EB what needs to be done more. 

Documents: 

- Will be available asap. 

Action: 

- Let the Campus Climate Taskforce meet with policy makers and 

report back to the council. 

Right of Initiative UC: Bram Heesen/ 

Taskforce will indicate 

which policy makers 

they wish to speak to. 

-  

Old Plenary topics Council 

14.  Action plan Psychological 

workpressure 

Following the review of the plan the council is asked to give input on the 

plan to improve it in such a way it can be given consent. 

Document: 

- EN_2020 06 30_Aanpak Werkdruk_DEF 

Consent HR / Roos Schelvis John  

15.  Whistle-blowers policy During the previous academic year Council members indicated they want 

to improve the whistle-blowers policy following the email investigation.  

Right of Initiative UC / Ana Uribe 

Sandoval 

Wouter  

16.  Ventilation in EUR 

buildings for physical 

education 

During the summer this point was raised in relation to physical education. 

The EB will provide a report on the analysis of all buildings. 

Documents: 

- EN notitie-ventilatie-cto-200902_v3 

Right of Initiative UC / Helen Gubby Wouter  
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Long term topics 

17.  Digitalisation of Education During the previous academic year Council members indicated they 

wanted to further explore the possibilities for digitalisation of education. 

No Documents 

Right of Initiative UC / Olaf Hornes & 

Younes Assou 

Olaf  

18.  UC seat for ISS students During the previous academic year Council members indicated they want 

to look into the possibility of creating a seat for ISS students. 

Documents: 

- Cover note UR_ISS Student rep UC. 

- Appendix 1- Proposal representation for students of the ISS in 

the UC. 

- Appendix 2 - English version of the BBR-EUR 2020 Article 

7.1-page 11. 

- Appendix 3 - Dutch version of the BBR-EUR 2020 Article 7.1-

page 11. 

- Appendix 4 - English Old version BBR-EUR (12 juni 2019) 

Article 27A-page 15. 

Appendix 5 - Dutch Old version BBR-EUR (12 juni 2019)- Article 27A-

page 15. 

Right of Initiative UC / Bianca Jadoenath 

General Affairs / Rene 

Karens 

Legal Affairs / Angelo 

van Rijswijk 

Bianca  

19.  Evaluation Electoral Pilot Following the discussion of the last plenary meeting the Chair of the UC 

together with (a) representative(s) of the taskforce will work with the 

legal affairs team and EB on a proposal for the Electoral system that is 

both workable for the organisation and agreeable to the UC. 

Right of Initiative Legal affairs / UC Bianca  

Incoming Documents 

20.  ra00284840 Safeguarding 

diversity at EUR UC. 

docx.pdf 

Review if a reply is necessary - UC Hans  

21.  Letter to UC - selection 

master Medicine.pdf 

Review if a reply is necessary - UC Hans  

22.  Letter to UC - Numerus 

fixus 21-22.pdf 

Review if a reply is necessary - UC Hans  

23.  ra00284820 Incident app 

groups.pdf 

Last year the UC raised questions about the way the faculty of ESSB had 

dealt with different incidents in app groups of the bachelor of Public 

- UC Hans  
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Administration. In response to those questions the EB wrote a letter to the 

UC. Question now is if the topic has been discussed to satisfaction or if 

further discussion is necessary. 

Any other busines (ONLY IF TIME ALLOWS) 

24.    -  -  

 


